INTRODUCTION
Let H be a Hopf algebra over a field k, let H 0 be its finite dual, and let H Ä < A be an H-module algebra. The invariants of A, A , are a g A h и a s Ž . 4 Ä < ² : h a all h g H , while its -invariants, A , are a g A h и a s , h a,
4
Ž 0 . 0 all h g H , where g G H , the set of group-like elements of H . It is y1 Ž fin . easy to see that A s A m k , where is the coaction induced by the given action and A fin is an appropriate subalgebra of A. In the language of Lie algebras 0 / A would be termed a weight space. Natu- Ž In Section 2 we show consequences of Proposition 2.5 and Theorem . H 2.7 that if A is an injective and nonsingular A -module then so is A for V any finite-dimensional V ; H 0 . If, moreover, V ; C ; H 0 , where C is a pointed subcoalgebra of H 0 , and A is finitely generated over A H for all Ž . g G C , then so is A .
V
In Section 3 we show that such A are abundant. In fact if A is H-semiprime and H-commutative then its H-quotient ring Q is a nonsin-Ž . Ž gular and injective module over its invariants Theorem 3.8 . If the H-commutativity condition is removed we show in Theorem 3.7 that the . same conclusion holds over the central invariants. Another feature of Q is Ž . that its -invariants are normalizing elements of Q Corollary 3.2 , and have a very simple form. They are cyclic modules over the invariants Ž . Theorem 3.5 . Consequently, results of Section 2 apply and we conclude in Theorem 3.8 that generalized invariants Q are finitely generated V injective and projective modules over the invariants for all finite-dimensional V ; C ; H 0 , where C is a pointed subcoalgebra of H 0 . In Section 4 we apply these results in some special cases. H is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra. The second class of special cases are finite-dimensional Hopf algebras with special emphasis on A s H under Ž . the adjoint action Theorem 4.8, Theorem 4.9, and Corollary 4.11 . The 
But A is a nonsingular A H -module; hence by Proposition 2.1.8, S и x s 0, Ž .
Ž . and thus x g a S . We have shown that I s a S and hence the latter is
Remark 2.3. Recall from linear algebra that if X is a vector space and
LEMMA 2.4. Let M be an H-module; then:
Ž .
V M where is the projection of H
fin 2. By the remark above and by part 1, a J ; M and so is 
Ž .
Proof. Let J and be as in Lemma 2.4.2. Then by Lemma 2.2 a J is
H H rV as a left A -module is a product of copies of A and A is a
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be as in Proposition 2.5 and let K ; V be finite-dimen- 
Ž . 
Then A rA is an injecti¨e and projecti¨e A H -module generated by nt
Proof. By induction, n s dim VrW. This is obviously true for n s 0. Let K be a left coideal with W ; K ; V and let VrK be a simple left 
H-QUOTIENT ALGEBRAS
In this section we prove that Theorem 2.7 applies to quotient rings of certain H-module algebras. H-quotient algebras of H-module algebras w x were introduced in C . The construction is an analogue of Martindale's Ž . ring of quotients which will be denoted by Mar A . We use in the construction the filter Ä 4
F F s I ¬ I is an H-stable ideal of A with trivial left and right annihilators .
Specifically, let I, J g F F and f :
This is an equivalence 
2.
s x h и a .
Ž .
Let A be an H-module algebra. When there is no danger of ambiguity Ž . Ž .
Ž . x Ž . Hence h и e s h e . Now,
This concludes the proof of the first two parts.
3. If x s ey, and e is an idempotent then x s ex. Thus xxЈ s exxЈ, so e s ee s e e. This in turn implies that x s e x s e ey s e y. If, We call xЈ a partial in¨erse of x.
Define a partial ordering on Q as follows: Let x, y g Q ; then x F y Ž . iff there exists an idempotent e g Z Q so that x s ey. By Proposition 3.4.3 this is equivalent to saying that x s e y. We are ready to prove: Proof. 1. Set e s e and let I g F F so that x I and e I are con-
This map is well defined for, say, a g e I with k ) j; then x -x implies k k j k w x that x s e x , which implies that x a s x e a s x a. Set x s f g Q .
Ž . Note that xe s x and that h и x K s 0, all h g H. We wish to prove that
² : This implies that h и x s , h x and hence that x g Q .
2. Let x F x F иии be any chain in Q ; then by the first part this 1 2 chain has an upper bound x g Q , so that x s e x for all i. We may
H be defined as in Proposition 3.4; that is: 3. We wish to prove that x Ј is maximal in Q . Assume that
there exists yЈ g Q with x Ј -yЈ; then x Ј s e yЈ. Hence x Ј y x s e e and by Proposition 3.4.3 we also have that e e s e . Thus Since A is H-prime, so is Q, and hence Q H is a domain. If 0 / x g I then xxЈ s e g Q H is an idempotent, and thus equals 1. We have shown that I contains an invertible element; hence I s Q . Ž . shown that e g R. But LЈe s eLЈ s LЈ s 0; hence this is true for E ; LЈ. This is a contradiction since E is an essential ideal of R and e is an idempotent. Hence Q is a nonsingular R-module.
Ž . We prove now that Q is an injective R-module. Let I s I Q be the injective hull of the R-module Q. We show that I s Q. Let m g I and set E s m y1 Q. By Proposition 2.1.7, E is an essential ideal of R. For each x g E there exists F g F F such that xF ; A. Similarly, since mx g Q, Ž .
Observe that
But this equals which equals . Thus 
